
Tracking Moving Objects Using DatabaseTechnology in DOMINOOuri Wolfson1, Prasad Sistla1, Bo Xu1, Jutai Zhou1, Sam Chamberlain2,Yelena Yesha3, and Naphtali Rishe41 University of Illinois at Chicago851 S. Morgan St.Chicago, IL 60608 USAfwolfson,sistla,bxu,jzhoug@eecs.uic.edu2 Army Research LaboratoriesAberdeen Proving Ground, MD, USAwildman@arl.mil3 Center of Excellence in Space Data and Information Sciences at NASAGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, USA4 Florida International UniversityUnversity Park, Miami, FL 33199, USA1 BackgroundConsider a database that represents information about moving objects and theirlocation. For example, for a database representing the location of taxi-cabs atypical query may be: retrieve the free cabs that are currently within 1 mile of33 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago (to pick-up a customer); or for a trucking companydatabase a typical query may be: retrieve the trucks that are currently within 1mile of truck ABT312 (which needs assistance); or for a database representingthe current location of objects in a battle�eld a typical query may be: retrieve thefriendly helicopters that are in a given region, or, retrieve the friendly helicoptersthat are expected to enter the region within the next 10 minutes. The queriesmay originate from the moving objects, or from stationary users. We will refer toapplications with the above characteristics as moving-objects-database (MOD)applications, and to queries as the ones mentioned above as MOD queries.In the militaryMOD applications arise in the context of the digital battle�eld(see [1,2]), and in the civilian industry they arise in transportation systems. Forexample, Omnitracs developed by Qualcomm (see [3]) is a commercial systemused by the transportation industry, which enables MOD functionality. It pro-vides location management by connecting vehicles (e.g. trucks), via satellites, tocompany databases. The vehicles are equipped with a Global Positioning System(GPS), and they automatically and periodically report their location.2 Research IssuesCurrently, MOD applications are being developed in an ad hoc fashion. DatabaseManagement System (DBMS) technology provides a potential foundation upon



2 Ouri Wolfson et al.which to develop MOD applications, however, DBMS's are currently not usedfor this purpose. The reason is that there is a critical set of capabilities that areneeded by MOD applications and are lacking in existing DBMS's. The followingis a discussion of the needed capabilities.a) Location ModelingExisting DBMS's are not well equipped to handle continuously changing data,such as the location of moving objects. The reason for this is that in databases,data is assumed to be constant unless it is explicitly modi�ed. For example, ifthe salary �eld is 30K, then this salary is assumed to hold (i.e. 30K is returned inresponse to queries) until explicitly updated. Thus, in order to represent movingobjects (e.g. vehicles) in a database and answer queries about their location, thevehicle's location has to be periodically updated and constant between updates.This case was analyzed in [10]. However, in our opinion this solution is unsatis-factory since either the location is updated very frequently (which would imposea serious performance overhead), or, the answer to queries is outdated. Further-more, assuming that the location updates are generated by the moving objectsthemselves and transmitted via wireless networks, frequent updating would alsoimpose a serious wireless bandwidth overhead.b) Linguistic IssuesGenerally, a query in MOD applications involves spatial objects (e.g. points,lines, regions, polygons) and temporal constraints. Consider for example thequery: \Retrieve the objects that will intersect the polygon P within the next3 minutes". This is a spatial and temporal range query. The spatial range isthe polygon P , and the temporal range is the time interval between now and3 minutes from now. Similarly, there are spatio-temporal join queries such as:\Retrieve the pairs of friendly and enemy aircraft that will come within 10miles of each other, and the time when this will happen." Traditional query lan-guages such as SQL are inadequate for expressing such queries. Although spatialand temporal languages have been studied in the database research community,the two types of languages have been studied independently, whereas for MODdatabases they have to be integrated. Furthermore, spatial and temporal lan-guages have been developed for data models that are inappropriate for MODapplications (due, for example, to the modeling problem mentioned above).c) IndexingObserve that the number of moving objects in the database may be very large(e.g., in big cities with millions of inhabitants). Thus, for performance consider-ations, in answering MOD queries we would like to avoid examining the locationof each moving object in the database. In other words, we would like to index thelocation attribute. The problem with a straight-forward use of spatial indexing



Tracking Moving Objects Using Database Technology in DOMINO 3for this purpose is that the continuous change of the locations implies that thespatial index has to be continuously updated. This is clearly an unacceptablesolution.d) Uncertainty/ImprecisionThe location of a moving object is inherently imprecise because, regardless of thepolicy used to update the database location of the object (i.e. the object-locationstored in the database), the database location cannot always be identical to theactual location of the object. This inherent uncertainty has various implicationsfor database modeling, querying, and indexing. For example, for range queriesthere can be two di�erent kinds of answers, i.e. the set of objects that "may"satisfy the query, and the set that "must" satisfy the query. Thus, di�erentsemantics should be provided for queries. Another approach would be to com-pute the probability that an object satis�es the query. Although uncertainty indatabases has been studied extensively, the new modeling and spatio-temporalcapabilities needed for moving objects introduce the need to revisit existing so-lutions.Additionally, existing approaches to deal with uncertainty assume that someuncertainty information is associated with the raw data stored in the database.How is this initial uncertainty obtained? For MOD applications the questionbecomes how to quantify the location uncertainty? How to quantify the tradeo�between the updating overhead and the uncertainty/imprecision penalty, andhow frequently should a moving object update its location. How to handle thepossibility that a moving object becomes disconnected and cannot send locationupdates?3 The DOMINO ApproachTherefore, there is a critical set of capabilities that have to be integrated,adapted, and built on top of existing DBMS's in order to support moving ob-jects databases. The objective of our Databases fOr MovINg Objects (DOMINO)project is to build an envelope containing these capabilities on top of existingDBMS's [6]. The key features of our approach are the following.a) Dynamic AttributesIn our opinion, the key to overcoming the location modeling problem is to enablethe DBMS to predict the future location of a moving object. Thus, when themoving object updates the database, it provides not only its current location,but its expected future locations. For example, if the DBMS knows the speedand the route of a moving object, then it can compute its location at any pointin time without additional updates.Thus, we proposed a data model called the Moving Objects Spatio-Temporal(or MOST for short) model (see [4] for a complete discussion). Its novelty is the



4 Ouri Wolfson et al.concept of a dynamic attribute, i.e. an attribute whose value changes continu-ously as time progresses, without being explicitly updated. So, for example, thelocation of a vehicle is given by its dynamic attribute which consists of motionplan (e.g., north on route 481, at 60 miles/hour). In other words, we devisea higher level of data abstraction where an object's motion plan (rather thanits location) is represented as an attribute of the object. Obviously the motionplan of an object can change (thus the dynamic attribute needs to be updated),but in most cases it does so less frequently than the location of the object. Wedevised mechanisms to incorporate dynamic attributes in existing data modelsand capabilities to be added to existing query processing systems to deal withdynamic attributes.b) Spatial and Temporal Query LanguageWe introduced a query language called Future Temporal Logic (FTL) for queryand trigger speci�cations in moving objects databases. The language is naturaland intuitive to use in formulating MOD queries, and it is basically SQL aug-mented with temporal operators (e.g. SOMETIME-DURING, UNTIL, LATE)and spatial operators (e.g. INSIDE-REGION).c) Indexing Dynamic AttributesWe propose the following paradigm for indexing dynamic attributes. The index-ing problem is decomposed into two sub-problems; �rst is the geometric rep-resentation of a dynamic attribute value (i.e. a moving object's speed, initiallocation, and starting time) in multidimensional time-space, and second is thespatial indexing of the geometric representation. The geometric representationsubproblem concerns the question: how to construct the multidimensional space,and how to map an object (more precisely, a dynamic attribute value) into aregion (or a line, or a point) in that space, and how to map a query into anotherregion in that space, so that the result of the query are the objects whose regionsintersect the query region. The object region is updated only when the dynamicattribute is explicitly updated (e.g. when the speed of the object changes) ratherthan continuously. The spatial indexing subproblem concerns the question howto �nd the intersection-of-regionsmentioned above in an e�cient way. The lattersubproblem can be solved by an existing spatial indexing method, but it is anopen problem which method is most appropriate for a particular geometric rep-resentation and dynamic attribute values distribution. We have devised severalsolutions to the geometric representation subproblem (see [6]), and analyzed onein [12]. Another solution was analyzed in [11].d) Uncertainty/Imprecision Management1We extended our data model, query language, and indexing method to addressthe uncertainty problem. The data model was extended by enabling the provision1 See [5{9, 12] for a complete discussion of our approaches to this issue.



Tracking Moving Objects Using Database Technology in DOMINO 5of an uncertainty interval in the dynamic attribute. More speci�cally, at anypoint in time the location of a moving object is a point in some uncertaintyinterval, and this interval is computable by the DBMS. Thus, the DBMS repliesto a query requesting the location of a moving object m with the followinganswer A: "m is on route 698 at location (x,y), with an error (or deviation) ofat most 2 miles". The bound b on the deviation (2 miles in the above answer) isprovided by the moving object, i.e. the object commits to send a location updatewhen the deviation reaches the bound. If the object m moves along a route, thenat any point in time t, b and the value of the dynamic attribute at t de�ne anuncertainty interval, i.e. a section of the road in which the moving object m canbe at t.The FTL language is also extended. We devised two extensions, a qualitativeone and a quantitative one. In the qualitative extension, two kinds of semantics,namelymay andmust semantics, are incorporated, and the processing algorithmsare adapted for these semantics ([4, 8]). The indexing method is also extended toenable the retrieval of both, moving objects that "must be" in a particular region,and moving objects that "may be" in it. For an example of the "may-must"semantics, consider the query: "Retrieve the objects that are in the polygonP". If the uncertainty intervals of moving objects 1 and 2 are given in Fig.1,then object 1 may satisfy the query, whereas object 2 must satisfy it. In thequantitative extension, the location of the moving object is a random variable,and the uncertainty interval, the network reliability and other factors are usedto determine a probability density function for this variable. An algorithm wasdeveloped to associate with each object retrieved in response to a range query,the probability that the object satis�es the query ([6, 9]).
may

uncertainty interval of object 1

must

uncertainty interval of object 2

PFig. 1. may and must semanticsWe also addressed the question of determining the uncertainty associatedwith a dynamic attribute, i.e. the bound b mentioned above. We proposed a costbased approach which captures the tradeo� between the update overhead andthe imprecision. The location imprecision encompasses two related but di�erentconcepts, namely deviation and uncertainty. The deviation of a moving objectm at a particular point in time t is the distance between m's actual location at



6 Ouri Wolfson et al.time t, and its database location at time t. For the answer A above, the deviationis the distance between the actual location of m and (x,y). On the other hand,the uncertainty of a moving object m at a particular point in time t is the sizeof the interval in which the object can possibly be. For the answer A above, theuncertainty is 4 miles. The deviation has a cost (or penalty) in terms of incor-rect decision making, and so does the uncertainty. The deviation (uncertainty)cost is proportional to the size of the deviation (uncertainty). The tradeo� be-tween imprecision and update overhead is captured by the relative costs of anuncertainty-unit, a deviation-unit, and an update-overhead unit. Using the costmodel we propose update policies that establish the uncertainty bound b in away that minimizes the expected total cost. Furthermore, we propose an updatepolicy that detects disconnection of the moving object at no additional cost.4 The DemonstrationWe will demonstrate the following features of Domino:a) System ArchitectureOur Domino system is the third in a three-layer architecture (see Fig.2). The�rst layer is an Object Relational DBMS. The database stores the informationabout each mobile unit, including its plan of motion. The second layer is a GISthat adds capabilities and user interface primitives for storing, querying, andmanipulating geographic information. The third layer, Domino, adds temporalcapabilities, capabilities of managing the uncertainty that is inherent in expectedfuture motion plans, and a simulation testbed. Currently, Domino uses the In-formix DBMS and the Arc-View GIS.
DOMINO

ArcView GIS

Informix DBMSFig. 2. System architectureb) Motion plan speci�cationThe motion plan of a mobile object is a sequence of way time points, (p1,t1),(p2,t2),... (pn,tn), indicating that the unit will be at geographic point p1 at time



Tracking Moving Objects Using Database Technology in DOMINO 7t1, at geographic point p2 (closer to the destination than p1) at time t2 (later thant1), etc. The plan is interactively speci�ed by the user on a GIS on a map. Themobile unit updates the database whenever the deviation from the plan exceedsa prespeci�ed bound given in terms of distance or time. The update includesa revised plan and possibly a new bound on the deviation. Maintaining planinformation enables queries pertaining to both, the current and future locationsof mobile units, for example:Q1 = Retrieve the mobile units that are expected to be in a given regionR sometime during a given time interval I . (I may be a time interval that liesentirely in the future, i.e. after the time when Q is entered).Also, queries may pertain to future arrival times, for example:Q2 = Retrieve the mobile units that are expected to be late at their desti-nation by more than one hour.c) Spatio-temporal capabilitiesWe will demonstrate the spatial and temporal primitives of the FTL query lan-guage and its answer-display screen. The primitives are given in graphical format,and they can be combined with textual SQL in a natural and intuitive way. Forexample, in the query Q1 above the region R may be drawn with a mouse on areal GIS map, and the time interval I may be speci�ed on a graphical timeline.Then I and R can be incorporated in the textual part of an FTL query. Clearly,since FTL is an extension of SQL, the query can also include regular literals, e.g.,WEIGHT > 5000. Information about the mobile units that satisfy the query isdisplayed in textual form, and the location of each such mobile unit is displayedas a point on the map.d) UncertaintyWe will demonstrate the capabilities of the FTL query language and its answer-display screen in dealing with uncertainty. These include MAY and MUST se-mantics for queries. In other words, the query Q1 above can be speci�ed withMAY or MUST semantics. Under the MAY semantics, an object will be retrievedif its uncertainty interval intersects the region R sometime during the inter-val I . Under the MUST semantics, an object will be retrieved if its uncertaintyinterval is wholly contained in the region R sometime during the interval I .The location of each mobile unit retrieved is displayed on the map, along withthe uncertainty interval currently associated with the location.e) Simulation TestbedWe will demonstrate a simulation testbed in which the performance of a mov-ing objects database application can be evaluated. The input to the simulationsystem is a set of moving objects, their motion plans, their speed variations overtime, the costs of deviation, the cost of uncertainty, the cost of communication,



8 Ouri Wolfson et al.the wireless bandwidth distribution over the geographic area, and the locationupdate policy used by each moving object. The objective is to determine theperformance of MOD queries, as well as to answer questions such as: How manyobjects can be supported for an average imprecision that is bounded by x, anda wireless bandwidth allocated to location updates that is bounded by y? Or,given n moving objects and a bound of 10% on the imprecision, what percentageof the bandwidth is used for location updates?References1. Chamberlain, S.: Model-Based Battle Command: A Paradigm Whose Time HasCome. 1995 Symp. on C2 Research and Technology. (1995).2. Chamberlain, S.: Automated Information Distribution in Bandwidth-ConstrainedEnvironments. 1994 IEEE MILCOM Conference Record. 2 (1994)3. OmniTRACS: Communicating Without Limits.http://www.qualcomm.com/ProdTech/Omni/prodtech/omnisys.html.4. Sistla, P., Wolfson, O., Chamberlain, S., Dao, S.: Modeling and Querying MovingObjects. Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Conference on Data Engineer-ing (ICDE13), Birmingham, UK, Apr. 1997.5. Wolfson, O., Chamberlain, S., Dao S., Jiang, L., Mendez, G.: Cost and Impreci-sion in Modeling the Position of Moving Objects. Proceedings of the FourteenthInternational Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE14), Orlando, FL, Feb. 1998.6. Wolfson, O., Xu, B., Chamberlain, S., Jiang, L.: Moving Objects Databases: Issuesand Solutions. Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Scienti�c andStatistical Database Management (SSDBM98), Capri, Italy, July 1-3, 1998, pp. 111-122.7. Wolfson, O., Jiang, L., Sistla, P., Chamberlain, S., Rishe, N., Deng, M.: Databasesfor Tracking Mobile Units in Real Time. Springer-Verlag Proceedings of the SeventhInternational Conference on Database Theory (ICDT), Jerusalem, Israel, Jan. 10-12,1999.8. Sistla, P., Wolfson, O., Chamberlain, S., Dao, S.: Querying the Uncertain Positionof Moving Objects. invited, appears as a chapter in the book Temporal Databases:Research and Practice, Etzion, O., Jajodia, S., Sripada, S., eds., Springer VerlagLecture Notes in Computer Science number 1399, 1998, pp. 310-337.9. Wolfson, O., Sistla, P., Chamberlain, S., Yesha, Y.: Updating and QueryingDatabases that Track Mobile Units. invited paper, to appear in a special issueof the Distributed and Parallel Databases Journal.10. Pfoser, D., Jensen, C. S.: Capturing the Uncertainty of Moving-Object Representa-tions. to appear, 6th Intl. Symposium on Spatial Databases (SSD'99), Hong Kong,July, 99.11. Kollios, G., Gunopulos, D., Tsotras, V. J.: On Indexing Mobile Objects. to appearin PODS'99.12. Tayeb, J., Ulusoy, O., Wolfson, O.: A Quadtree Based Dynamic Attribute IndexingMethod. Computer Journal Vol. 41(3), 1998, pp. 185-200.


